Synopsis

This comprehensive resource is the only one of its kind dedicated exclusively to dental charting techniques. The standard approach is proposed because different methods are used and taught. Dental charting procedures are designed and illustrated using three types of coding systems: anatomic, geometric, and numeric. Photographs and radiographs of each restoration and condition are included to provide an accurate visual representation of the information being charted. Information on forensics and computerized dental charting, and dental charting flash cards are available as on-line companions.
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Customer Reviews

This book is a "must-have!" It is an excellent reference and refresher for any question you may have. I strongly recommend purchasing it. The book has color plates (pictures) depicting everything from diseases to anomalies of the teeth. The book is organized in a manner that is easy to follow and understand. You can tell the author has a passion for the field of dentistry.

I thought this book was very useful. Being a young student with no previous knowledge in this field, I feel that this book went at a pace where I could easily learn the different types of dental charting in a clear and concise way. The author shows obvious knowledge in this field of study. I plan to keep this book as a reference if I choose to pursue a career relating to dentistry. I would recommend this book to anyone wishing to learn relevant information.
This book was what I needed for a refresher but I found it hard to follow. Maybe because I have ADD lol. But I wanted picture and colorful graphs this was just drawings and long drawn out explain atom for simple thugs that should have been kept simple! They made something no so complex, just more complex.

This is an essential dental reference text book that not only shows photographs of various restorations but also is accompanied by a dental radialgraph of the same area. In addition it has multiple color photographs showing periodontal disease progression, malocclusion, oral pathology, and other pertinent images. This is a must have text book for all dental students, educators, and dental office professionals.
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